
Measure. Manage. Optimize.
Analytics & Insights Services Overview



Who is my customer and how do I find more of them? 
What is the “true” attributed return on my upper funnel investment? 
Why did my conversion drop overnight?

Questions like these—and many others—prevent businesses from 
operating more e�iciently. But by observing consumer behavior with 
analytics and user research, you can better understand barriers to 
purchase—and break them down with decisions backed by data.

The Pepperjam Analytics and Insights team is uniquely positioned to 
o�er business-enhancing, data-driven optimizations—at scale—to the 
world of commerce and beyond. 

•  Performance Marketing Optimization Leveraging Attribution       
•  Content Optimization Through Testing and Web Analysis
•  Reporting Automation and Solutions Engineering
•  User Research

We focus on four areas of optimization so that clients can make 
calculated, data-driven decisions: 



Performance marketing optimization 
leveraging attribution

Multi-channel marketing attribution analysis identifies the top sites/networks/channels responsible for driving conversions throughout 
the customer journey. We analyze attribution data from all angles to understand which campaigns and channels return the most value 
to our clients, regardless of whether that campaign introduces, influences, or closes a conversion.

———

Optimal spend
analysis

Channel overlap
analysis

Path value assessment Portfolio analysis

Competitive research Forecasting Channel optimization
deep dives

(search, social, display,
a�iliate, and email)

Benchmarking



Content optimization through testing 
and web analysis 

Identify areas of opportunity to improve site conversion with 
our analytics and A/B testing services. Pepperjam’s experts 
mine your web data and mobile or desktop websites to answer 
these types of questions:

The outcome of our work is an in-depth understanding of how 
customers interact with your site’s features, functionality, and 
process flows. We provide clients with a packaged set of 
recommended optimizations to improve your site experience 
and conversion rate, backed by real data.

Some of our o�erings include:
Did a change to a site feature or functionality 
impact conversion?

———

1

How should you prioritize your list of site 
improvements for the year?3

What changes should you test and when?2

Where do most customers exit your site?4

•  Measure the impact of site launches and feature changes over time
•  On-site search optimization
•  Taxonomy & navigation analysis
•  Dashboard creation 
•  A/B testing strategy and execution



Reporting automation & solutions 
engineering

Your business needs accurate and robust reporting tools to operate with continuous 
optimization. Therefore, expertise across a wide variety of analytical functional 
groups is essential. Our reporting automation and solutions engineering teams gather 
data e�iciently and with high quality. We are experts in moving digital data from one 
location to another, standardizing it, and automating reporting related to it. Our 
o�erings in this area include the following: 

———

Solutions Engineering
•  Digital solution design
•  Business and technical requirements
•  Tag management expertise
•  Tag, pixel, and cookie specifications
•  Omniture and Google Analytics   
    implementations & audits

Business Intelligence
•  Reporting automation
•  Dashboard creation
•  Business Objects, Tableau, and Qlikexpertise
•  Database architecture
•  Data modeling and ETL expertise
•  Data governance and data strategy



User research

Develop and test innovative solutions directly with your customers using 
our research and usability testing services. From challenges with site 
conversion on all device types, email click-throughs, and gaps in 
customer experience—user research reveals insights into how 
customers want to interact with a brand and how to keep their needs
at the forefront of business decisions. 

———

•  Heuristic reviews
•  Concept, wireframe and prototype testing
•  Customer insights interviews & workshops
•  Field research
•  Information architecture/taxonomy studies
•  Mobile, tablet & desktop testing
•  Eye-tracking studies
•  Cross-devices testing
•  Benchmarking studies



Contact us.
If you would like to learn more about leveraging 
analytics and insights to enhance your business, 

please contact our sales team at 
sales@pepperjam.com




